TheHumanBeing
asSomaticProcess
A NEW VISION

AT T H IS

sta g e i n th e

evolution of society, our psychology and philosophy of man stand in the same place, I believe, in
which Newton stood in relation to Einstein. Man
is described in ways linked to the old physics:
man as an object, man as a robot with a spirit, man
as a mind/body dualism, as a mechanistic accident. But man is not a machine with a mind or
with a spirit. He is a complex biological process
that has many realms of living and experiencing.
When we conceive of ourselves as a living
process, w€ can talk about the aspects that we see
as part of our living funclioning: thinking, feeling,
gesture, satisfaction, sexuality, dependency, individuality, community, love, and inner vision.
f'hen we see that our organismic life, cur life
process is the ongoing orchestration of a multiplicity of events. And we are struck by the fact
that from these events we form a unity, a direction, a cohesive life that continually shapes and
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reshapes itself in the many realms of its
functioning.
One of the outstandittg facts about biological
processis that we continually changeour shape.
Life builds form constantly. This is clearly illustrated by our embryological development, in
which we form our infant bodies through a series
of events. First from egg and sPerrn, we form a
multiple-celled organism, then a creative being
with only a rudimentary nervous system, and
then a fetus with arrnsand legsand a recognizable
human form. Finally we are a fully formed human
infant. This sameprocessof making and changing
bodily form continues throughout life. If you have
a picture album, and seeover a period of thirty to
forty years the imagesof yourself, you will grasp
the notion that you have had many bodiesin your
life.
The somatic life is the life of the child, the
adolescentand the adult. Theseare separatelives
connectedby memory through an enduring nervous system. We have the ability to form many
bodies, selves, personalities,and to have many
lives in our lifetime: like a plant that keepsflowering every seasonin a year, a plant with different
bodies. We have a public body and a privatebody,
a rational one and a non-rational one. When we
can experienceour lives like this, we can begin to
appreciate the miracle of the life of our body, of
our biologicalprocess.
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There is what I call the long body. That body is
the present history of all the bodieswe havelived,
from the egg-spenn implosion, through all the
embryonic stages,through childhood to the present. This body keepselongatingitself throughout
our life. But our past lifestylescan still be seenin
the present shape of our bodies. The history of
our past emotional satisfactionsand dissatisfactions leaves its mark. If , for example, we have
lived a competitive life, the scarsof competition,
like raised shoulders and fighting upper-chest
breathing, may still be present.
How we can transit from one body image, a
lifestyle, to another, speaksof the life of the body
as it continues to grow, and holds a mystery, d
well of deep joy. But most of us are educatedto
recognizeourselvesby u staticimage or role, and
we say, "that's me; that image is me; that body
stands as me. " We are forced too early, I believe,
into roles that are identifiable and acceptable.
And we acquire these roles, these bodies, by
something we do to ourselves.we createaction
patterns which match that imageof what we think
we should be, and then identify with the action
pattern we have created.
In this waf , we may begin to think that we
have a body which must obey us. We establish
some mythical 'tI" and believewe no longer have
to experience ourselvesas a biological process.
When this occurs, we lose the senseof the body
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that we are, and the body we live; we lose touch
with the forming of ourselves and think of ourselves as bodies and minds.
In the transition from any one body to another
come the crises, the difficult stressesthat reveal or
make problems. Most of us do not know how to
help these outgrowings become a new self- We
tend to think of our maturity as a state of mind
rather than- a state of the body, and we do not
know how to help the organism mature.
Because we have little understanding of our
own biological process, we often experience ourselves as victims to the ongoing urge of the life of
the body to shape itself anew. Because we have
not been educated in how to live and participate
in the emotional upwellings, the changing desires
and the developing hungers of our life Process,
we often look upon the transitions of our life with
dread. We miss the opportunities that are Presented to us by our abilify to change and form.
In trying to understand the life of the body, it is
important to understand the steps in the human
process. What are the steps in the Processof our
body forms, of our lifestyle? What are the steps
that we go through in changing our minds, our
bodies, and how do we go through the transitions
from one lifestyle to another-from the body of a
youngster to that of an adult, from the lifestyle of
a competitive hunter to that of a cooPerative
familv rnember?
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It is important that you identify with the
process of your own transitions.How have you
affected your own change or been victim to the
processeswhich forced you to change?And how
can you participate in the processof self,fonnation, permitting growth to occur with you taking
an active part?
If you look back at your life, you find a seriesof
high points and low points-//fft'f I liked,,, and
"that I avoided," somethingthere and something
here, something fresh and something dim, u.J
then a senseof duration. And if you look closer,
you see those things that not only attractedyou,
but moved you in a certain direction and taught
you things. Thoseeventswere your teachers,not
in a moral sense,but in what actionswere evoked
or repressed."I stopped laughing then.,' "Here I
became serious." "Here I learned to imagine.,,
"Here I leamed to lie." ,,FfereI learned shame.,,
"There I found distrust."
The way in which you have accumulated information and experience and shaped yourself
into a piece of behavior, how you have done it,
becomesthe secretto how you help yourself grow.
In how you learn is the secietof how you unlearn.
It is in how we learned to do things that the real
answers of how to reorganizeourselveslie.
Let me grve you an exampleof what I mean. If
you write down on a pieceof paper the eventsof
your life connected with a particular emotional
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reality, you will begin to notice a pattern of connection, a developing pattern of shapesthat are
linked. If you are afraid of authorities,for example,
then write down the first instanceof this fear, and
then others, with parents or teachers.You will
begin to get a grasP of the Progression:first there
is parental disapproval,then perhapsPeerhumiliation, or browbeating in school or feeling inadequate. Perhapsthere is a fear of doctors,or police,
or of your boss.
The next step is to experiencethe bodily connections that these images and memories have.
There is a bodily shape,a configurationof feelings,
a way of standing toward the parent or teacheror
boss. You can begin to seethe effect theseevents
have had on the tensionsof your body, how you
have shaped yourself, the kinds of feelings you
have expressed, and the feelings you have
avoided. Maybe you can feel how you adopted a
cringing attitude, or becamea good boy or a good
girl by avoiding the feelingsof anger. Perhapsyou
have developed chronically spasticmusculature,
deadened the feelings of assertion, tightened
your throat so that you wouldn't talk back.In this
wdf , you can begin to leam how you have shaped
yourself. This becomes the key to experiencing
the process of your owrl formation. In learning
how you have formed yourself in responseto life
situations, you are enabledto rework the way you
use yourself.
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The person who is capabreof understanding
his processis capableof being in situationsappropriately or relativistically, not in a stereoiyped
way-This givesthe opportunity not only to experience the actual situation he is in, instead of his
image of it, but to shapehimself and the situation;
i.e., to make his world. This freeshim from being
stuck in behavior that is obsoletefor his survival.
He can give it up, leave it, and reformulate the
nature of his actionsand images,basedupon the
nature of his experience.
Through this book, you can educateyourself
.
in the perception of your processand in its language, be it emotional or in the form of urges,
images or feelings, and to experience your
thoughts, feelings, and actions as bodily events
that are muscular, visceral.In this way, you will
be able to learn and translate your experiences
into a new way of using yourself.
Experiencing our processteachesus how we
learn to changeour bodiesand how this becomes
a lifestyle. Being with the processof how we
change and form, createsexcitement,chalrenge
and satisfaction.There is risk, but that risk adds
zest to life rather than distress.we are part of a
living processin which our subjectiveexperiences
have a lot of weight in how we form and ,hup" or'
life. Growing is an attempt to introduce experiences about the nature of living which can help
free us from conceptsand feelings that no longe,
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apply. It is an attempt to give room for your feelings to express themselves in the nature of new
images , for new possibilities to find exPression in
the present rather than living out outmoded world
views. In doing this, you can learn to sustain
those internal states that give you the feelings
which make life enjoyable, as well as create those
values which have been the ongoing drama of all
individuals.
My hope is that this book can help people live
from their biological process so that they can create
their own life, generate their own values and'see
change as a part of the living. The reward is an
emotional deepening and a broader spectrum of
satisfaction.
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HOW WE SHAPE
EXCITATION AND FEELING

T
I

I w onDERto understand

the idea that we make our bodies by the way we
live, it is necessary to understand the basii nre
process of exciternent, and how we shape it. The
body is a river of events and images, the stream of
goings on - our thinking, feeling, action,
9rr
desiring, imagini.g, a current of motility. This
current of tissue metabolism which constantly
shapes and reshapes itself as our bodies *" .u.
call excitement.
Excitement is the basis of experience. It is
knowledg", information. Excitement is the basic
pulse of life. It flows up in a burst of illumination,
it retreats to re-charge. The body is an ocean of
biological excitement, manifested as urges and
desires, generating new shapes and movements
toward satisfaction. How we live it tells us about
how we shape our lives.
All of our various feeling states represent different shapes of excitement, different densities
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andintensities.Excitationhasqualitiesandtones
firm' We
-soft, hard, gentle, irritating, brittle or
heighten
categorize th"ese different qualities'
as emothesE feelings, and then exPressth"-*
comes
tions. For example, an aggregateof feelings
we calllove,
iog"ther and *" d",oelopthe emotion
tenwhich is composed of lust, desires' caring'
of
derness, *ut*th or ioy; or another aggregate
of
feelings we call ung*i, which may be composed
All of
urrogirrce, irritabiilty, shoutin8' ot striking'
pat,r, ,J.o gnrzeand respond to these different
terns of excitement'
How we choose to let our excitementexpand
notexPress
and grow, how we chooseto exPressor
in
it, r&eals us. Many of us have an investment
excited'
dulling ourselves to nevbr show being
eitherfromdeepdisappointmentsorfearsofbeing
excitement
foolish. we can recognizethe kinds of
and the
people live by the slap: of their bodies
there is too much
i"ri.rr", they form' -Where
r e s tra i n t,th e re i sa b o u n d nessasifthewor ld
mustbeconstantlywardedoff;theylookmuscleb o u n d .P e o p l e w i th th e se bodiesdonotallow
living in
their excitement to expand and grow,
constriction, they keep their
fatterns of continual
energyconstricted,reachingoutaslittleasPossiblelihey are over-orderly and over-restrictive'
people with no restraints or weak boundaries are
They
victims, surrendering to every impulse'
like
have shapes that are weak' and toneless'
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warrn jello. And generally they have developed
patterns of explosion, in which they permit their
bodies the catharsis of impulsively unloading
excitement, like children instantly acting out all
needs and feelings. In short, one kind of person
has a weak container, the other an overly rigid
container. One pushes life down, one lets his
processleak out, erupt. One compresseshimself,
presseslife in; the other expelslife.
If one is neither too bounded nor too unbounded, the steps of his own processof excitement begin to be contained, and a direction, or
organization of feeling emerges.One experiences
one's own inner law, one's own inner formative
process,one's own self-organizing,one'sown life
direction.
One of the most corunon patterns today of
non-participation, of resistanceto the self-orgariizing of excitement, is what's called the "explosive" style, the actor-outer.In the past, it was the
depressive, the rigid one, the chap who overcontrols himself, super-independent, the overprivate person, the inner-actor.
The explosivestylehasbecomea very popular
if misguided approach to satisfaction,be it for
power or pleasure, replacing the rigid type, the
over-controlled person. For the explosiveperson
destructuring is impulsive. Both explosive and
rigid folk fear not feeling alive, but the explosive
people handle this by erupting. There is little joy
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and very little trust in these life processes. This
pattern of excitement may be a response to unmet
needs, or to high stimulation from the environment, or to an innate high-energy level whose
expression is somehow inhibited. Whatever its
origins, it presents a functional inability to contain
excitement.
The urge to express excitement impulsively is
a natural urge in children, but as we mafure, we
become more and more able to contain and extend
excitement, we become increasingly able to hold
gently, to love deeply. People who habitually
erupt, who constantly explode, are people who
have not formed a personal structure that will
contain and expand their excitement. Consequently, they are unable or unwilling to feel themselves or to form their lives. They do not allow
their excitement to grow into feelings; instead
they act at the level of sensation, the level of
peripheral, external excitability-in
short, they
live an unbounded life. They use others to give
them a skin, a sense of themselves. They are like a
stew always boiling. A basic characteristic is an
explosive overactive, overdoing, or a depressedness with fits of eruption. While the overbounded
person curtails his excitement, always avoiding
externalization, the explosive person shrinks the
human dimension to provide a relief from
excitement.
Whether we are involved in stiffening or un-
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bounding ourselves, we often take the attitude
that "this is the only waf,,, or ,,thisis the answer,,.
This self-righteous attitude rationalizesboth
our
compulsion to expressourselvesand the violence
that we do to ourselves.w" try to dominate ourselves this way; we manipurate ourselves by
judging , by criticism. we try to prevent
ourselves
from changing, from allowing o.rrr"lves to reor_
ganize, by developing rigtd bodiesor unbounded
ones. we stiffen ourselves until we no longer
respond emotion ally, or we explode until we are
exhausted.Laurel and Hardy uiu good exampres:
the overbounded broomstick, u"a the underbounded clown.
our attachment to activity, our style of excitadol, usually stems from fear of collapse,failure,
or dread of helplessinstabitity.we fear the heights
and depths of our own excitement.Above ail, we
abhor the open-ended pulse of our formative
process,whiih includes feelingsof powerlessness
as well as feelings of power, instability, secu.,ty,
emptiness, fullness and wholeness. we want
power/ we want potenry but we will not risk
even momentary powerlessnessfor the sake of
contacting the power inherent in our own formative process.
The important thing to recognize is how one
,
lets excitement arouse one's uJay and in what
form: how one lets excitementgo through him;
how one permits or prohibits oneselfto be excited;
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and how one lets oneself be excited with others
and with oneself.One way to do this is to keep a
history of the path of yourown excitement.simply
note, duy by day, the ways you have handled
in various situations, with your
your
",..it"n',ent
,porlt", or friends, dt work or while walking
down the street. You will soon begin to see a
pattern to the ways you have permitted or rert i.t"a your excitementin different areasof your
life and in different areasof your body. You may
begin to perceivehow you perpetuatea particular
tevel of feeling and exPression.You may be ableto
see that excitementcallsforth feeling resPonses.
These feelings, whether negativeor positive, love
or hate, tpt"ud to fill us, to expand us' They
connect us to others, link our thought and action,
and also make life Passionate'
But so many of us have stopped our emotional
growth so early that we are frightened of the
Jpontaneity or the impulsivenessof behavior we
believe our feelings will lead to. When feelings
begin to rise up for many people, they feel they
wJn,t be able to do anything, that they will be
victim to the feeling. Most of us constructeda lot
of self-reliance on our ability to suPPressour
feelings-not crying, suPPressingbeing angry'
hidin[ laughter, concealingneedfulness.We feel
our real strength in being able to compress ourselvesdead, pretending no feelingand separating
ourselves from others.
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This is understandable when we look back at
the history of our excitatory life. Early feeling is
tied directly to the expression of need, be it for
contact or nourishment. I{ow these are satisfied
or responded to provokes either frustrated kinds
of feelings or loving kinds of feelings. If we feel
hungry, w€ need to be responded to; if we need
physicality, we need to be touched. Children who
don't get what they need begin to feel victimized
by their own feelings. The child who needs to be
responded to and can't get the parent to respond,
or the child who needs approval and can't get
approval, begins to experience feelings as dangerous. When a child feels sad and his crying is
unnecessarily ridiculed, he begins to feel sadness
as his enemy. Or if he's punished for his independent feelings, then he gets to know that these
feelings are dangerous. When a child learns he is
punished for crying, for anger, for seeking
warmth, for laughter, then his readiness to touch,
etc., are identified as an enemy. That is, those
feelings and those actions become signals that we
learn are dangerous. We begin to construct an
image of feelings as dangerous and institute a
series of bodily patterns that attempt to suppress
our feeling or channel it in another direction.
When we have a readiness to be assertive, we
may generate internal images, pictures in our
heads that we will get punished, tied up to patterns of shrinking or lifting our shoulders to lock
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i n o u rh e a d s.Wh e n w e h a v ear eadinesstoact
we may also
lovingly or a readinessto act angrily'
developaconcomitantprotectivepatternbased
So we
uPon experiencethat we will be reiected'
or congenerate muscular attitudes of shrinking
from
tracting ourselves to protect ourselves
rejection.
As you trace the pathway of youl excitation'
that emerge'
you.un b"gin to identify the feelings
anger'
th"r" feelingsmay be loneliness'sadness'
and they may
sexuality, or" longing for contact'
Once you
provok" f"ur, discomfort or dislike'
'hu,u"
to
begun to identify them, you can begin
hort you try to avoid and control those
do to keep
"*p"ri"n"ce
f""ti.,gs. what is it tnat you muscularly
or within
thosefeelings"under control" in public'
grab your
yourself? Do you squeezeyour throat'
your abdofingers, .o*p."r, yt"t chest, tighten
men to denYbeing vulnerablethere?
can also
By following your excitation' you
level
begin to expe.i"""." that there is a particular
physical
of intensity at which you begin -lh"
Perhaps
attempts to control a particular feeling.
of the-fear
you will begin to get-anunderstanding
such as,
inut is embJdied in thesephysicalactions
"Ia ma fra i d th a tw h e n l wanttor eachoutfor
affection,Iwillbereiected.Iflexpressmyanger/
humiliated'"
everyone will leave me, or I will be
one is
Flehngs seekresPonse'If one is crying'
of the situanot only crying to relieve the pressure
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tion, but because one wants a response from the
world. When we become aware of what our feelings are aimed at, who they are aimed at, and
what kind of response we want, we can begin in
another waf , to live with them. When we begin to
see which of those feelings we are frightened of,
and at what point in intensity, we can begin to
know how we are frightened, how .we generate
our fear muscularlp and how we generate the
images that provoke us to feel frightened. We are
then enabled to work with ourselves in a way that
can bring us the ability to live with different qualities of feeling and excitement.
I worked with somebody who at a certain level
of excitement was ovent'helmed. IA/hateverexcitement mounted, he was in danger of being swept
away, overnzhelmed and over-emotional. He felt
he became passive to his feelings and victimized.
When he described how he overvvhelmed himself, he could identify that level of excitation where
he could tolerate the feeling of sadness. Beyond
that level he began to be out of control. The sadness that the excitement brought unbounded
him. He began to shake, a movement like a sobbing; and he then became a victim, began to lose
muscular coordination and the ability to hold back
his emotion. There was a certain place where he
could have the feeling and then a certain place
where excitement mounted and he began to be
uncoordinated and overwhelmed. I suggested
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that he go up to the point at which he could bear
the feeling of being sad or glad or excited.Then
when he began to recognize the signs of being
swept awa!, to institute muscular contractions
that would inhibit the excitementiust a little bit,
so he could live with this feeling and not be destroyed by it. Then he was ableto escalateit a little
bit and learn to live with thau then to be able to
pull back.
In experiencing your own excitation you may
find thai you have to tighten your throat if you
haven't learned how to turn your feeling of
screaming into the feeling of protesting verbally.
Or you hive to learn how to let tearsbegin to flow
in statements of sympathy or in statementsof
what you have lost, or to feel the sadnesswithout
hysterically sobbing on one side, and being tightthroated and tight-chestedon the other. You can
learn to use the muscular pattern of your getting
ready to cry, to actually cry, or to expressthe sadness verbaily, saying "I am sad", or to recognize
you don't have io .ry- You can Protest, and pull
back from the screaming.In this way, you can
begin to develop the spectrum of your feeling
In doing or working with these
"*ir"rrions.
things, you will begin to see that the processof
feeliig i, ,rru.ry-dimensional' It may be love and
hate, gti"f and laughter, desire and disgust' ot
love and aggression.

We have many feelings and they may be in
conflict with eachother. We canfeel sadand ang4/
at the same time. We can want to be friendly and
guarded; we can want to reachout to touch and
hit simultaneously. A way to experiencethis is
first to feel the complexity of actionsand the complexity of feelings,to seewhere they arelocatedin
your body-the anger in the hands, the sadness
in the chest, the clingng or hitting in the fingers.
Then let that part of the body completethe action.
Clench the fist and reachout, lift the chestand put
the chest down, let the pelvis reachout sexually,
let the ju* look angry. Allow the whole organism
to express the different feelingsand the different
action patterns.
Learning to move parts of your body as an
expression of sadnessor anger will be a form of
dialogue by which you can then help yourselflive
with your feelings. You will find that conflict is
not a problem only. It is a source of richness.
Being able to live with mixed emotions and mixed
feelings is an art, expressingour complexity.
Another dimension of the emotional life you
will discover as you continue your explorationof
excitement and feeling is that feelingsare meant
not only to evoke responsesfrom other people,
but also to keep peopleat a distance.So you could
ask yourself, how do the feelingsthat I am having
distance people or bring them closer?
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How one createsdistanceand how one creates
closenessbecomevery important in understanding how one lives with sadness,gladness,ioy, or
despair. You can begin to seewhether the excitation, the feelings are heading toward being including or excluding.Do you want to be part of, or
do you want to be outside of? Can you be distant
without feeling abandoned?Can you be included
without giving uP your individuality? Feelings
mean to be inclusive in certainsituations,but they
should not mean to make you a servant.Distinguishing that differencebecomesvery important.
Perhaps you will begrn to experiencethat you
attempt to distance people by withdrarn'ing into
yourself, pulling in your shoulders, squeezing
your chest instead of asking them to leave or
leaving yourself. You may want to retreat, but
always feel an obligation to stay, accomPaniedby
concomitant feelingsof frustration, angeror helplessness.Or when you begin to feel close with
someone or intimate, you may find that you are
stiffening yourself. As your desire for contact
increases,you may institute a pattern of holding
yourself bodily, accompaniedby fears of being
overwhelmed, reiected,or ignored-You may find
yourself overexciting yourself or stilling your
excitement as you desire to come closeor as you
desire to withdraw.
Here again, onceyou have learnedthe pattern
of your own resPonses,you can begin to rework
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them if you are inclined to do so. You could, for
example, begin to ask people to leave when you
want to be alone, or pennit yourself to withdraw
when you have had enough contact. You can
begin to soften yourself somewhat as you get
closer to someone. Perhaps you can allow more
excitement, or perrnit yourself to be less explosive
or cathartic.
In talking about how we shape ourselves, what
should become clear is that we are capable of
living many levels of feeling and excitation. One
can react to one's feelings by grasping, holding,
not letting go, like squeezing a fist, "I am not
going to let this feeling go" ,like penny-pinching,
or a desperate attempt to control the feelings from
embarrassing or overwhelming oneself. Or one
can explosively erupt with feelings, act them out,
never to be in control of oneself. But we are also
capable of keeping our feelings inside us without
compressing or squeezing, to contain them, and
allow them to move us toward pleasure and
satisfaction.
Being able to contain ourselves, to live our
somatic life, gives us the opportunity to learn how
excitement and feeling build up and satisfy themselves. We can learn to allow the readiness of
action to sustain itself until we are ready to act
appropriately. Experiencing how we shape excitation and feeling teaches us that we can participate with ourselves rather than over-control
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ourselves. We can learn what self-expressionis
and what self-managementis, and not have fixed
images of how we should satisfy ourselves or
what will satisfy us. We learn that self-expression
is finding those modes of acting which build our
lives and give us meaning and pleasure.
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